
CCG v Rood en Wit, 

The essentials of happiness are, something to do, something to love, and something to hope for, 

Nobody can be so amusingly arrogant as a young man, who has just discovered and old idea and 

think it is his own. 

Comparison  with Ajax and Blomendaal, at home they beat us,   only a young talented boy who 

manufactured a century all alone, amazingly , when 5 wicket  down score was only 35 down he 

launch his majestic campaign against us, at that stag Alex de gear was dominating the bowling , the 

boy do not have any impression about cricket pressure, at that moment we took them easy that was 

lethal mistake we make, in cricket you have pressure that make cricket more mysterious and 

unknown journey, if you understand the nature of this game, you never know what kind of batsman 

in the  crease is?   what kind of mental statues he has and what kind of skill he possess. 

In Ashes, England make 350 runs against Australia, psychologically Australian felt under pressure , 

only the 350 run for them look like a  Huge mountain to climb, they make just  126 run, because of 

missing the mental strength , gutsy characters and fighting spirit has been missed , cricket is a nerves 

and players should have this unique killer Instinct to face the heat, that make this game of cricket 

King of the sports, as a coach and trainers teach you all kind of technique and foot work straight bat, 

body movement in early as 5 years to develop these instrument to sustain your form, but who would 

help you to sustain your nerve and metal strength , it is you who would handle in the middle, early 70 

when West Indies were dominating cricket world, Australian put commission to investigate the Black 

force why then win every test 15 years. They commission discover that Australian cricket team need 

full time psychologist to sustain their pressures and what is a mental strength in certain situation, 

such as in the heat of battle to keep nerve in balance, when you passed the pilot diploma the only 

test you have passed the nerves system  otherwise all the technic which you learn are useless.   

 If you are under pressure, even  you cannot catch, 

The boys Rood en Witte could not handle the pressure and do not have any clue what to do, in same 

situation Australia couldn’t have any answer for huge total.287 run look like impossible for the I 

remember when we were playing against Dosty few years back they make 270 when Ware and Sajjad 

chase with majestic manners . 

Once upon a time in ODI,  Australia make 450 run against South Africa, they chase within 50 overs, it 

is history. 

CCG have special character, we often talk that we are old that is nonsense, we have spirit and 

commitment and we love this sport. The exceptional partnership between H Mir  and Alex de Gear, 

200 run, both not out man of the match Alex de gear, Who says that Chaudhry lost the magic touch , 

he took 5 wicket haul. Alex and H Mir destroy the heart and soul of the boys. 

The last time Victor and his son  Michael have great fun and calibration with bowling and catching I 

like Michael, he gives a very mature impression, . I thank to core of my heart that family Victor offers  

us 5 ticket to BBQ  and 5 Extra jug of cool beer ,  that is all gentleman              


